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Wood Expo and Craft Festival 2018: Special Edition
From the Chairman

Our ‘Wood EXPO and Craft Festival’ is over for
another year. This year, however, we featured a
number of new activities and broke a few records for
attendance. The first big change was to run the Expo
over two days and this gave an opportunity both for
more members to participate and our visitor numbers
to be greater than before.
The Wood Expo again presented a display of a
significant number of quality projects produced by
members, as well as an opportunity for the purchase of
some items. The Cabinet Makers showed the results
of a new initiative of ‘Group Projects’, where a number
of members undertook the same project but were able
to learn and share skills with each other during the
construction.
Important aspects of the Expo were woodwork
demonstrations covering all aspects of the
Association’s Groups including cabinet making, wood
turning and wood carving. A very popular
demonstration was one using older generation hand
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tools and a treadle lathe. Adding considerable value
were the exhibits and demonstrations by our Suppliers,
with more taking part than ever before. With all these
aspects, our visitors had a really good exposure to a
range of woodworking pursuits and some of the latest
tools used.
A further new addition was a series of presentations
given by our members and we were pleased that more
than 120 people attended, creating opportunity to
exchange information with a number of potential
members. Based on the success of this venture, it will
become a standard offering at future Expos.
To take the Expo to a new dimension for Pretoria and
to cater for a broader range of hobbies and crafts for
the visitors, we invited a number of craft groups to also
join us to show their skills and projects. This proved a
success and allowed the event to become attractive to
a wider audience and also to families. Such an
addition gave the occasion uniqueness in our city and
we will endeavour to expand this component in future
years.
Over the last weeks the Association has had an
opportunity to review all aspects of the Expo and
planning for next year has already started. Put the
5th and 6th October 2019 in your diaries as it
promises to be even better next year!
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Wood Expo and Craft Festival 2018
This special edition of Tambotie is devoted totally to
the Wood Expo and Craft Festival and is presented
primarily in pictorial form. The acknowledgement of
authors of photographs is indicated as follows:
 [LC] = Lou Coetzer;
 [NC] = Neville Comins;
 [PB] = Patrizia Burger;
 [PR] = Paul Roberts.

Tribute table of the segmented turned pieces of the
late David Malan [PR]

Set-up Friday 5 October
The set-up went off very well primarily because we
could occupy the venue early on Friday and because
all knew what was required.

Relaxation and refreshments during set-up [PR]

Displays and Activities in the Hall
The display of wood products in the hall was wellbalanced between the various categories of turning,
wood carving, cabinet making, restoration and utilities.
Various posters highlighting group projects and
activities of a few experienced members were on
display in the Hall. The Information Desk at the
entrance was also a centre of attraction. Items for
sale made by members of the Association were
displayed on the stage.

Carel van der Merwe won the award for the Best on
Show at the recent AWSA Symposium (see further
detail in Tambotie 2018-09) [LC]

A deep vase by At Smit [PR]
Display in the hall [LC]
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Judging and trophies
Exhibitors elect whether they want their items to be
judged in terms of pre-set criteria which are available
on the Association’s website. The categories are:
 Wood turning;
 Wood carving;
 Cabinet Making;
 Restoration;
 Utilities.
Bronze, Silver and Gold awards (certificates) are made
in each category. The winner in each category
receives a trophy. The “Aanhouer Wen” Trophy is
awarded to the member from the whole Association
who made the best progress during the year.

Nagapie wood carving by Evril Graham [NC]

Chairman Neville Comins prior to handing out the
trophies [PR]

Philip Botha and Stephanie Schoeman at the Sales
counter [PR]
Piet Smith did sterling work in making announcements
during the full period. These announcements were
especially required during the two-day event with a
more complex arrangement with many activities.

Piet Smith making announcements [PB]
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The trophy winners this year were as follows:
 Phil Irons for Turning: Leon Wolmarans:
 Keith Jones for Restoration: Michiel Britz
 Executool for Cabinet Making: Paul Roberts
 Aanhouer Wen: Anzette Snyders
 Woodcarving: Best Carver of 2018: Alida Myburgh
 Secretary Trophy for Utilities: Thys du Plessis
 Daan Badenhorst for Best on Show: Paul Roberts
The trophy items, where applicable, are shown in the
photographs below.

Phil Irons Trophy for Turning: Leon Wolmarans
[LC]
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Presentations

Keith Jones Trophy for Restoration: Michiel Britz
[PR]

An innovation introduced this year was a greater
number of formal presentations each lasting about an
hour. Topics dealt with were:
 Setting up a workshop for cabinet making;
 How to get into woodturning;
 The art of wood carving;
 Using hand tools;
 You can’t do any woodwork with blunt tools;
 Preparing wood for cabinet making.
We had a very good total attendance of just fewer than
130 and we surmise that this led to the large number
of applications for membership. The talks were aimed
primarily at the novice. The PowerPoint presentations
(except for Wood carving) are available on the
Association’s website on the page “Past Event
Information”.

Neville Comins presenting aspects of a small
workshop [PR]
Secretary Trophy for Utilities: Thys du Plessis [LC]

Reinald Böhringer presenting the talk on
woodturning [PR]

Executool trophy for Cabinet Making and Daan
Badenhorst trophy for the Best on Show: Paul
Roberts [PR]
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Ben Prinsloo demonstrating the sharpening of
woodworking chisels [PR]
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Jan Snyders sharpening carving chisels [PR]

Christmas decorations

Refreshments
The New Hope School sold refreshments in aid of
much-needed school funds.

Miniature furniture [PR]

Refreshment tent

Craft Groups
As mentioned by Chairman Neville above, we
extended the scope of the Wood Expo by having the
presence of a number of craft and hobby groups.
Paintings [PR]

Lace making [PR]
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Model steam engines [PB]
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Air plants [PR]

WAP Demonstrations
Members of the Woodworking Association of Pretoria
(WAP) presented a number of demonstrations which
gave much interest to the attendees. The
demonstrations were mostly held in the carports.
Member Alan Crawford and geological collection
[PR]

Carports with demonstrations and suppliers [PB]

Knife-making [PR]

Marius du Toit and Steve Prinsloo making trays
some of which were raffled for school funds [PR]

Patchwork and quilting [PR]
Old tools used for demonstration [PB]
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Nico Pienaar demonstrating wood turning [PR]

Suppliers
Louw Trichardt riding his shaving horse and
demonstrating the use of hand tools [PR]

We had a larger number of Suppliers than usual who
were located under the carports and in gazebos
adjacent to the carports. The Suppliers experienced
excellent sales and were most generous in providing
prizes for the Lucky Draws. The suppliers also
demonstrated their equipment.

Suppliers in gazebos [PB]

Sarel Venter demonstrating the use of a treadle
lathe made by Leon Wolmarans [PR]
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Powerdek group [PR]
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Cabinet Makers: Group Projects
The Cabinet Makers and Restoration Interest Group
had five Group Projects during the year as part of the
effort in improving woodworking skills. The Groups
are:
 Boxes
 Tool chest
 Civil War Campaign Chairs
 Trays (For the Expo)
 Queen Anne Lowboy

Silverton Houthandelaars [PR]

A detailed report on the Group Projects appeared in
the September edition of Tambotie and most of the
presentations are on the Association’s website on the
“Past Event Information” page.
The Lowboy Project was a complex and challenging
project which took the better part of the year. The tool
chest project required many handmade dovetail joints.
The Civil War Campaign Chair required accurate jigs
for shaping the pieces and for drilling. Photos are
shown below.

Audrey Miles demonstrating the Dremel scrollsaw
[PB]
Tool chest Group Project [PR]

At Smit handing over an old tin of Woodoc to the
Woodoc representative for their museum [PR]
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Civil War Campaign Chair [PR]
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Lowboy Group with their completed Queen Anne Lowboys. L to R: Neville Comins, Dries du Toit (Lowboy
under construction), Ben Prinsloo, Paul Roberts (One other Lowboy still under construction), Neil
MacKinnon (Lowboy under construction), Willie Marneweck. Absent (see inset) Anzette Snyders who built
the Lowboy on the left which has some drawers open.

Other Association activities during October are given in
the separate edition of Tambotie (Tambotie 2018-10)
Editorial
Editor: Paul Roberts
E-Mail: paul.roberts@ptawoodworkers.com
Tel: 084 515 2773
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